The ArchAngel Token (ARCHA)
Blockchain technology is a complex and rapidly evolving technology that is difficult to understand at the
consumer level. The entire crypto industry is advancing at an incredible pace which adds yet another aspect
of complexity as many enthusiasts struggle to keep up with rapid change. This combination presents a
challenging scenario that has generated significant problems which must be solved to promote the
widespread global adoption and usage of cryptocurrencies and digital assets.
In late August 2021, a community of passionate crypto enthusiasts and problem-solvers
created the ArchAngel project. Under this banner, the community resolved to take a
proactive and aggressive approach to (1) understand the problems that are preventing
mass adoption, and (2) provide valuable solutions that promote widespread
understanding and usage. The community of volunteers self-organized within the
project and work began immediately.
Understanding the Problems: ArchAngel’s next step was to take the time to identify and understand the
problems within the industry. We conducted dozens of surveys to understand the root causes. The results
from tens of thousands of responses reveal that most crypto enthusiasts struggle in three general areas:
1. Understanding the technology to a point where they are comfortable using it.
2. Finding solutions that convert technology into products that they understand and add value.
3. Reducing the risks that are associated with a rapidly growing global industry.
Further analysis of the survey results reveal that dozens of more specific problems exist. Many of these 2nd
and 3rd tier problems are caused by the above stated complexity of blockchain technology and the speed in
which it is evolving.
ArchAngel’s primary use case is to provide solutions that solve problems at their root. We believe that this
approach is the most direct and effective method to accelerate adoption. We are building an ecosystem of
problem-solving solutions that help users:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Understand blockchain technologies and emerging concepts.
Create, manage, and execute their own financial strategies while reducing risks.
Increase exposure into various crypto and digital asset sectors as they mature.
Adopt an attitude of confidence and self-empowerment to achieve personal goals and objectives.

Building the Solutions: ArchAngel is developing solutions using both internal projects (executed by the
ArchAngel community) and external projects (executed by project teams outside of the ArchAngel
community). This dual-path development strategy, as seen in our Technical Roadmap, greatly accelerates
the development of a robust ecosystem and improves the speed in which solutions can be delivered to users.
True Ecosystem Characteristics: The ArchAngel Distribution of Value (DoV) ecosystem contains projects
that provide specific solutions to users while also supporting other ecosystem projects by sharing their utility.
This approach creates a true ecosystem environment that is dynamic, integrated, and 100% user focused.
Projects within the ecosystem do not compete with each other, instead they integrate their solutions across
a common framework and support each other’s growth, innovation, solution usage, and overall success. This
model provides incredible benefits to users because the entire ecosystem works together to provide a
collaborative network of solutions designed to help them execute their investment and technical strategies.
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Major Benefits For ARCHA Token Holders: All users will have unobstructed access to the solutions that are
developed by our ecosystem projects, and those solutions will extend far and wide across the cryptocurrency
and digital asset landscape. In addition to having access to those solutions, ARCHA token holders have
valuable benefits due to their ownership of the ARCHA token:
1. ARCHA community members will have inside knowledge about the solutions being developed by both
internal and external project teams who are preparing to release new tokens on the open market.
This includes access to project artifacts, development updates, AMAs, and launch timelines.
2. ARCHA token holders will be offered exclusive presale opportunities by projects prior to launch.
Presale opportunities offer incredible opportunities to build positions at pre-market prices.
3. New tokens being released by project teams may choose to launch to the ARCHA community first,
giving ARCHA token holders the first opportunity for market trading.
4. All ecosystem projects provide native token reflections back to the ARCHA Staking Pool, and that
contribution is part of each token’s tokenomics and smart contract. ARCHA token holders who stake
their ARCHA tokens will receive reflections not just from one token, but from every token within the
ecosystem. The DoV ecosystem will deliver passive income during every staking period, and staking
ARCHA tokens is the only way to gain exposure to reflections from the entire ecosystem.
ARCHA Tokenomics: ArchAngel's tokenomics were created so that the ARCHA token can sustain rapid
growth. The token has a 100Q max supply and 45% of that supply was burned at launch. The tokenomics
revolve around a 6% transaction tax that provides 2% reflections to holders, a 2% burn, and contributes 2%
to the projects multi-signature project budget wallet. The multi-signature project budget wallet provides
working and reserve capital towards new exchanges, marketing, our staking pool, and our organizational
projects/charities.
Website: The ArchAngel website contains our official project artifacts to include our Whitepaper, Technical
Roadmap, Ecosystem Roadmap, and this Litepaper. Our volunteer team members are shown with a photo
and short bio, and we provide a “Progress Tracker” that depicts the status of the primary goals we’ve set for
each project stage. We have a mindset of continuous improvement, and our website will continue to receive
updates and enhancements as the project and ecosystem grow.
Contract Address: 0x36e43065e977bc72cb86dbd8405fae7057cdc7fd
Available on: Uniswap

Other Exchanges: Coinsbit, FEGex

Project Website: https://ArchAngelToken.com
Official email address: Official@ArchAngelToken.com
Telegram Site: https://t.me/ArchAngelToken
Twitter Site: https://twitter.com/archangel_token
Other Official Social Sites: Facebook, Reddit, Instagram, YouTube, Discord, TikTok
Project Artifacts available on our website for viewing and download:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

ArchAngel Litepaper
ArchAngel Whitepaper v3
ArchAngel Technical Roadmap v3
ArchAngel Ecosystem Roadmap v3
ArchAngel Community Voting Archive
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